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 k dvd.parted shows sda1 as fat32, sda2 as NTFS, sda3 as NTFS and sda4 as NTFS with ntfs version 3, and sda5 as ext4. sda1 is
with 2,3MB used (it is how windows expects it), and it is NTFS. sda2 is with 144MB used. sda3 is with 125,3MB used, it is

NTFS. sda4 is with 3GB used, and it is NTFS. sda5 is with 2,45GB used, and it is ext4.Q: How to write the json data to the disk
and read it back? I need to find a way to save the data in an JSON format, and read it again. I am working in a java web-

application, and I use the libs JSON-lib. On the server side, the data is transferred to the client side, where the client (browser)
needs to load the data to some Javascript variable. The data is big, and I want to know if there is a way to save the data in an

JSON format on the server and read it back on the client side (browser)? Thanks in advance. A: Javascript is just text. So any
you can easily use file operations on. For example, you can create a file and write to it using Javascript. Using JSON will cause
the data to be converted from a text format to a binary format, which will have some drawbacks. Assuming you're working in a
local environment, you can use Local Storage. This is a persistent data store that is designed for the browser, and it will save all

kinds of information. It stores the data as a key value object in a format that can be easily read by javascript. There is also
IndexedDB, but that is supported by only a couple of browsers. You might also be interested in the FileSystem API. If your data

is read only, you can use this to get files from the file system, and manipulate the data in Javascript, but you will need to deal
with cross-browser differences. . The authors declare no conflict of interest. ![Schematic illustration of the "Δ*f*/*f*" sensor

unit.](sensors-18-03379-g001 82157476af
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